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abhorrent Inspiring disgust and loathing; repugnant.
An abhorrent deed.

adverse Preventing success or development; harmful; unfavourable.
Adverse currents.

antisocial Relating to or having an antisocial personality disorder.
He s not antisocial just shy.

aversion A person or thing that arouses strong feelings of dislike.
My dog s pet aversion is visitors particularly males.

bigot

A person who is obstinately or unreasonably attached to a belief, opinion,
or faction, especially one who is prejudiced against or antagonistic
towards a person or people on the basis of their membership of a
particular group.
A racist bigot.

comparison Qualities that are comparable.
They made a comparison of noise levels.

detestation Intense dislike.
He is the detestation of the neighbourhood.

disaffected Dissatisfied, especially with people in authority or a system of control.
A military plot by disaffected elements in the army.

discriminatory Containing or implying a slight or showing prejudice.
Discriminatory employment practices.

disfavor Put at a disadvantage; hinder, harm.
He is in disfavor with the king.

dislike Have or feel a dislike or distaste for.
They had taken a dislike to each other.

grievance A resentment strong enough to justify retaliation.
Three pilots have filed grievances against the company.
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hate Intense dislike.
Two separate polls confirmed he is hated by the public.

hatred
The emotion of intense dislike; a feeling of dislike so strong that it
demands action.
His murderous hatred of his brother.

hostile
Unsolicited and resisted by the management of the target company ( used
of attempts to buy or take control of a business.
A hostile audience.

inhospitable Not hospitable.
The inhospitable landscape.

injustice Lack of fairness or justice.
Brooding over life s injustices.

intolerant Narrow-minded about cherished opinions.
Some people are intolerant of aspirin.

invidious Containing or implying a slight or showing prejudice.
Invidious comparisons.

jaundiced Affected by jaundice which causes yellowing of skin etc.
Takes a jaundiced view of societies and clubs.

misogynist Relating to or characteristic of a misogynist.
A bachelor and renowned misogynist.

misogyny Dislike of, contempt for, or ingrained prejudice against women.
She felt she was struggling against thinly disguised misogyny.

negative
A negative photographic image made on film or specially prepared glass
from which positive prints may be made.
Minus or negative factors.

overtly Without concealment or secrecy; openly.
Some of the narrative is overtly sexual.

prejudiced
Having or showing a dislike or distrust that is derived from prejudice;
bigoted.
A prejudiced judge.

racist Discriminatory especially on the basis of race or religion.
We are investigating complaints about racist abuse.

repelling Highly offensive; arousing aversion or disgust.

repugnant In conflict or incompatible with.
Cannibalism seems repugnant to us.

sexist A person with sexist views.
Sexists have no place in our modern political campaigns.
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unfavorable (of winds or weather) tending to hinder or oppose.
Unfavorable impression.
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